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Abstract— Scientific simulations have long been used to
investigate the behaviour of systems governed by complex
mathematical models. A wide range of simulation frame-
works, visualisation methods and analysis tools have been
developed to assist the development of these simulations.
As computer hardware increases in power, computer games
aim to create more immersive environments which now
include physics engines which are similar in many ways to
these scientific simulations. We identify different paradigms
of simulation and how they can be incorporated into the
development of more convincing and immersive virtual en-
vironments.
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1. Introduction
Simulation and modelling continue to play important roles

underpinning the computational sciences [1], [2]. Simula-
tions come in many different forms and degrees of complex-
ity. These range from simple operational prediction models
that might be made using nothing more sophisticated than a
spreadsheet, through the use of general purpose modelling
packages and environments to the development and use of
custom hand-crafted and optimised simulation codes that run
on supercomputers and other dedicated hardware systems.

Some simulations applications are very well known such
as the problems of weather and climate prediction, both of
which make use of many supercomputers around the world.
Some are more mundane sounding but of high economic
importance such as modelling air-flow and drag across new
car and aircraft designs. Other applications are more esoteric
and less well known such as the various simulation programs
used to simulate the effects and associated phenomena of
nuclear explosives.

An important idea that has been progressively up taken
over the last fifteen years is Fox’s concept of simulation on
demand[3], whereby simulation programs are organised as
services and can be accessed by client programs or indeed
through a web interface. This approach can be used to
make custom simulations more accessible to a wider user
population. Complex simulation programs that are difficult
to use can be wrapped up in a service-oriented software
infrastructure such as web forms or even an immersive
graphical interface. Another important related idea is Smarr’s
concept of steering computations[4] using advanced graphics
or even totally immersive virtual reality systems. Support

for this idea enables simulation users to home in on the
parameter region of their problem that is of interest by
facilitating a fast and close interaction between the user and
the simulation running on supercomputing resources.

These ideas can be combined and it is possible to consider
how the major classes or paradigms of simulation can make
use of these notions and the tools and technologies that are
already widely available. Many simulation categories have a
strong need for good visualisation capabilities. A simulation
is often best debugged (during development) and understood
and interpreted (during production use) with the aid of a
visual representation of the system configuration.

We discuss these simulation architectures and paradigms
with respect to their relationship with virtual environments.
Virtual environments aim to construct a convincing and
immersive experience by simulating and visualising a virtual
world. These environments require many different interact-
ing systems to be modelled and simulated. These simulations
are usually models of different paradigms, correctly under-
standing the paradigms of these different models is vital to
determining how they can be incorporated together to model
a single virtual environment.

In this paper we review some of the main simulation archi-
tectural ideas (Section 2) including: batch-driven simulations
(Section 2.1); systems where the visualisation is driven by
the simulation algorithm (Section 2.2) and systems where
the simulation is driven by some intrinsic agent component
(Section 2.3). We also discuss some cross-cutting issues
for simulation developers such as: accuracy, repeatability,
validation, complexity and performance.

Most simulations are built around some key idea or
paradigm based on the way the system is represented and
how they interact. Such paradigms include particle models
(Section 4.1), field models (Section 4.2), event models
(Section 4.3) and network models (Section 4.5).

2. Software Architectures
When implementing any simulation and visualisation en-

vironment, correct software design is vital to the re-usability
and portability of the system. A simulation that is designed
in an object-oriented and modular way can allow many
components to be reused with little or no modification. Some
simulations require a high-degree of integration between the
simulation and the visualisation engine, which limits the
modularity of the software. To create an virtual environment,
many simulations of different natures may need to be com-
bined to model separate parts of the environment. Correctly



identifying the nature of each simulation can be invaluable
when determining how to integrate them. Presented here are
three common architectures used by scientific simulations:
Batch-Driven, Simulation-Driven and Agent-Driven.

2.1 Batch-Driven Architecture
The Batch-Driven architecture is the simplest architecture

to implement as it does not involve real-time observation or
interaction. Multiple instances of the simulation are executed
to provide a set of results about the simulation for certain
parameters or parameter ranges. These calculated results can
then be analysed to determine statistical properties of the
model. Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of a Batch-
Driven simulation, in which the analysis and visualisation
are performed separately from the model.
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Fig. 1: Batch-Driven Architecture.

Simulations designed around the Batch-Driven Architec-
ture are most commonly intended for gathering statistical
data about a well developed simulation model. Each simula-
tion instance is examined for some interesting phenomena or
some property of each simulation is measured to provide this
statistical data. Statistical gathering batches are often used to
prove theories about simulations with certain configurations.

Batch-Driven simulations are also used to search a sim-
ulations parameter space. Batches of multiple simulation
instances are executed with different parameters to search for
a specific or many phenomena. These batches can be used to
show or discover what conditions are necessary within the
simulation for some event or phenomena to occur.

While Batch-Driven simulations would rarely be used
within a virtual environment, they are applicable for gen-
erating random worlds, models etc. As virtual environments
become more complex, generated rather than user-created
worlds becomes an increasingly attractive feature. These
worlds are usually created by randomly seeding a generator.
This may be performed many times for different worlds or
different areas. A process not dissimilar to a batch-driven
simulation.

2.2 Simulation-Driven Architecture
A Simulation-Driven architecture simulation is driven by

the model of the system. The entities within the simulation
interact over time according to the governing model of the
system. The simulation is decoupled from any visualisation

engine or analysis process. The visualisation engine will
simply display the entities of the system and not interact
with them in any way.

The visualisation engine is responsible for displaying a
list of entities and handling user input to change the method
in which the entities are displayed. The visualisation engine
will handle user input which controls only the visualisation.
This input can be in the form of options displaying extra
information about a simulation such as: grids, trails, and
energy values.
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Fig. 2: Simulation-Driven Architecture.

In this architecture the operation of the simulation is the
point of interest. The final result is defined by the interac-
tions between the entities within it based on their starting
configuration and other parameters of the simulation. This
result may be in the form of a forecast where the simulation
predicts the state of a system in the future given a starting
configuration. Another possibility is that the visualisation
of the simulation is examined by an observer to identify
interesting events or phenomena inherent to the system. This
architecture is useful for simulation systems such as Particle
Dynamics (Section 4.1) and Field Equations (Section 4.2).

This architecture of simulation is very relevant for virtual
environments. Immersive environments often contain many
entities which are governed by models approximating the
laws of physics. These entities should interact with each
other according to the simulation.

2.3 Agent-Driven Architecture
In the Agent-Driven architecture the simulation itself

serves a very different purpose, it provides a test-bed en-
vironment for intelligent agents. The simulation defines a
set of rules and parameters about how the entities within it
may act but allows the entities to change their state. What
actions the entities perform to change their state is decided
by an outside controlling agent. In this architecture the result
of the simulation is dependent on the decisions made by the
controlling agents.

These agents have a degree of control over one or more
entities within the simulation and control them according
to decisions they make based on the state of the simulation.
The decisions made by the agents control how the entities act
within the environment they exist in and how they interact
with the other entities. These agents can be controlling
human operators or artificial intelligence control programs.
In Figure 3 the controlling agents are shown distinct from



the simulation as they are most commonly separate programs
that operate outside the simulation.
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Fig. 3: Agent-Driven Architecture.

When a human operator is the controlling agent then the
simulation is no longer merely visualised by the graphics
engine, it is inextricably linked to it. The human operator
processes the visualisation to determine the state of the
simulation and from this information makes decisions about
how to control its entities. This decision is then input into the
simulation via an input interface (see Figure 3). Now the user
input not only controls the method in which the simulation
is visualised but also feeds back to control entities within
the simulation.

When the controlling agents are artificial intelligence
programs rather than human operators then the input into the
simulation comes from an interface to the agent program.
The information about the state of the simulation is sent
to the agent directly without the need for the visualisation
engine. The agent program can base its decision on the
information it receives from the simulation and then makes
its decision via the input interface.

The Agent-Driven architecture does not focus on the
operation of the simulation but rather on the decisions made
by the controlling agents. The simulation merely acts as a
restricted testing environment to examine the performance of
the agents. Each agent has a goal that it will try to achieve
by controlling its entities within the limits of the simulation.
Applications utilising this architecture include: most modern
computer games, robot soccer simulators and robotic agent
simulators (Section 4.6).

3. Simulation Considerations
For scientific simulations there are a number of impor-

tant cross-cutting issues that affect all of the simulation
paradigms that we have discussed. These include: accuracy
and precision, repeatability, validation and verification, com-
plexity and performance.

a) Simulation Accuracy and Precision: Numerical accu-
racy can vary from vitally important to relatively insignifi-
cant. The importance of accuracy depends on the workings
and the purpose of the simulation. Accuracy is often most
important for simulations built on the Batch-Driven and
Simulation-Driven architectures. In these architectures the

results produced by the simulation are vital, if the simula-
tions are inaccurate then the results will be meaningless.

Simulations designed around the Agent-Driven architec-
ture are often not required to be as accurate. Because these
simulators are only providing an environment to test the
controlling intelligent agents, the actual operation of the
simulation is less important. However this is not always the
case. In some simulators such as robot soccer systems (see
Section 4.6, the models are designed to simulate a real-world
environment where physical realism is important.

Virtual environments only require the simulation to be
accurate enough to convince the user of their accuracy.
Physics engines, graphics quality, artificial intelligence need
only be accurate enough to create a convincing environment
for the user. No statistical results or measurements are
made other than providing the player with a enjoyable and
immersive experience.

b) Simulation Repeatability: Repeatability is highly im-
portant for simulation and especially for those designed
around the Batch- and Simulation-Driven architectures. Two
executions of the same simulation that are initialised with
the same configuration should both compute the same final
state or result. This repeatability becomes increasingly hard
to ensure when the simulation incorporates a degree of
randomness within its computation. Simulations that incor-
porate randomness within experiments require a method of
managing and repeating it. There is little point in discovering
an interesting effect or phenomena if the experiment cannot
be repeated.
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Fig. 4: Configuration-Chaining Architecture.

Figure: 4 shows a way of managing random-number
generator (RNG) configurations. The simulator loads a con-
figuration file which stores a starting configuration for the
system as well as the RNG. The simulation then computes
the interactions of the entities within the system over a period
of time and saves a final configuration. The configuration of
both the simulation and the RNG state is saved and can be
reloaded at any time. It is important to ensure that executing
the simulation for ten time-steps, twice should produce the
same final configuration as one execution for twenty time-
steps. This method of configuration managements allows the
simulation configuration to be reloaded at the start or end of
any execution.

c) Validation and Verification: Computer simulation is of-
ten used when testing the hypothesis that observed behaviour



from a complex system truly emerges from a simple guessed
microscopic model for the system’s constituent parts. There
may be strong microscopic physics arguments behind the
choice of the component model or it may simply be a
plausible guess. In these experiments it is important to
conduct enough simulation runs over a properly varying set
of choices of microscopic rules before it can be reasonably
concluded that the model is consistent with the observations.
One surprising feature of complex systems is the emergent
universality of some sorts of complex behaviour independent
of a wide variety of microscopic model parameters.

In some cases specific observations may be available for
example of a physical system or a modelled crowd or a sim-
ulated network with which the simulation can be compared.
This is not always the case however and a common driving
force to use simulation is to help make a computational
science link between the two conventional approaches of
theoretical analysis and experimental observation. A well-
posed simulation using well understood microscopic com-
ponents can aid considerably in understanding the complex
emergent macroscopic behaviour of a whole system.

d) Complexity: It is increasingly the case that we are
targeting simulations of complex systems that may involve
a hybrid of the techniques discussed in this article. This in-
evitably leads to a more complicated simulation architecture.
An overly complicated simulation inevitably raises concerns
about validation and verification and also reproducibility, and
often performance. A clean simulation software architecture
that can be validated as individual components helps allay
these concerns.

Reuse-ability - which might deserve to be a criteria in its
own right - is closely tied to complexity and performance.
Generally we hope to have very modular software that can
be unit tested and verified. This additional effort is amortized
over greater use if the module is widely applicable. Unfor-
tunately achieving performance often involves compromises
and tradeoffs that reduce reuse and raise code complexity.

Virtual environments often require several simulations to
be linked together to model all the interactions within the
environment. This results in a highly complex simulation,
but correctly identifying how to couple simulations within
this environment can allow these complex systems to be
simulated.

e) Performance: The performance of a computational sim-
ulation becomes increasingly important as the size and
complexity of the simulation increases. Simulations must
complete in a reasonable length of time for their results
to be useful. In many cases this requires simulations to be
structured differently in order to operate on supercomputers
[?], computational grids or clouds [5], special hardware
such as Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) [6] or even

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [?] or other
Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs).

Other simulations environments (especially game envi-
ronments) require the simulations to run in real-time to be
considered successful. Such performance constraints often
require a trade-off against other considerations such as com-
plexity and accuracy. Less accurate and complex simulations
must often be used simply to allow them to be computed in
real-time. Recently virtual environments have started making
use of parallel accelerators to compute the simulations,
notably the NVIDIA PhysX engine is used by many games to
model the physical interactions of entities within the game.

4. Simulation Paradigms
There is considerable variety in the paradigms of simula-

tions used for scientific research. The method of visualisation
for each of these simulation paradigms is equally variable.
This section presents a number of simulation paradigms and
discusses the methods and libraries used to visualise them.

4.1 ParticleModels
Particle dynamics simulations model the motion and

behaviour of particles or objects in space. A particle is
considered to be a single point mass in space with a
position and velocity [7], [8]. A particle’s motion is normally
constrained by Newton’s Laws of Motion [9] and by some
potential equation or some external force acting upon all
particles. The potential equation of a simulation describes
an attractive/repulsive force between a pair or particles. In
each simulation, particles have a set of properties such as
radius, charge or spin that also define their state in addition
to their position, velocity and mass.

Within a particle simulation the two main issues are: their
relative motion and attraction due to the potential between
them; and their behaviour when the particles collide. These
collisions can be approximated by potentials such as the
Leonard-Jones or modelled as some event-driven collisions
where there is no force model applied to compute acceler-
ations, but simple point reflections are used to model hard
spheres interacting with each other and with hard boundary
walls [8].

This type of model is normally used within the Batch-
and Simulation-Driven architectures which attempt to gain
insight into emergent behaviour of many interacting parti-
cles. They also have applications in computer games as the
physics engines in modern games are often performing cal-
culations similar to these particle systems. Objects moving
and interacting within some environment have to deal with
similar collision events and move under the effect of some
potential force (gravity).

4.2 Field Models
Field equations simulators model the behaviour of micro-

scopic atoms over a discrete macroscopic cell. The modelled



Fig. 5: A three-dimensional visualisation of droplets near
a meniscus in a simulation of the Cahn-Hilliard-Cook field
equation.

system is split into discrete cells and the state of each cell
is defined by a set of properties. Every cell interacts with
the cells in the area or volume surrounding it and changes
its state according to the properties of the surrounding cells
and field equations of the simulation. Visualising these sim-
ulations involves displaying some property or combination
of properties that define each cell in a graphical way.

These field equations can be formulated for a wide-range
of physical and mathematical systems such as binary alloys,
superconductors, predator-prey systems and fluid-dynamics.
These are usually simulated in either a Simulation- or
Batch-Driven architecture to investigate the behaviour of the
models. However, they can be used at a rough level to model
the behaviour of systems such as fluids to produce a more
convincing and immersive environment.

Figure 5 is in fact a visualisation of a three-dimensional
Cahn-Hilliard-Cook field equation simulation. The Cahn-
Hilliard Cook equation models phase separation in a binary
fluid. Started from a random uniform configuration, surface
tension effects drive the field cells to gradually coalesce and
merge into separate domains. This domain separation forms
the emergent camouflage pattern seen in the visualisation.
This equation can be used to model the phase separation in
cooling alloys to discover the optimum cooling process for
forming real-world metals [10].

4.3 Event Models
The event driven paradigm is commonly used in cases

where some aggregate or emergent behaviour arises from the
collective interactions of many discrete participants. Events
might be arrivals of data packets in a network, or transactions
in a management situation, or encounters and conflicts in a
defense scenario.

Many physical system can be modelled by the discrete
movements of atoms or cells in a system. One famous
discrete event model is Conway’s game of life[11], which
is a cellular automaton. Each spatial cell has very simple
microscopic rules governing its temporal behaviour but
some very complex and unexpected patterns emerge from

the overall collective. Monte Carlo lattice models also fit
into this paradigm. Models such as the Ising model[12],
Potts model[13], Diffusion-limited aggregation models[14],
Heisenberg model and clock models are essentially micro-
scopic automata that interact with their local neighbouring
cell and through a stochastic dynamical scheme or pseudo
time imposed upon them they give rise to complex phenom-
ena such as phase transitions[15].

Within virtual environments this idea of events-driven sys-
tems is important. However, rather than randomly occurring
events they are normally tied to an agent or user performing
some action which triggers the event. These events are also
tied to the rest of the environment and the models that govern
them.

Many systems that have a continuous time scale can also
be modelled by specific events that occur at arbitrary times
and which can be modelled through queues. These problems
are notoriously difficult to fully distribute or parallelise
although a distributed simulation can manage separate clocks
or time queues that can be rolled back or time-warped to
obtain synchronicity across all participating computers[16].

4.4 Cross-over Paradigms
A particular simulation to model a coupled set of phe-

nomena may need to make use of a cross-over or hybrid
approach. In some cases a hybrid model might link together
multiple components of an overall model, each of which
fit the same basic paradigm. An example of this would be
simulations of the global weather or climate[17]. Typically
models run by national bodies such as the UK Meteoro-
logical Office will comprise separate field-based models for
the atmosphere and the ocean. These may be completely
separate codes that exchange data[18] or they may be a sin-
gle integrated simulation program. Simulation variables such
as temperature and pressure fields are separately integrated
in the ocean and atmosphere - likely using different model
meshes and resolutions, but are coupled together to ensure
the correct physical boundary conditions are available to the
separate model components.

Other predictive simulations such as those used to predict
extractive yields in oil reservoir systems are typically also a
hybrid of a field model and discrete event information[19].
Particle methods have widespread uses for straightforward
systems such as planetary dynamics or molecular dynam-
ics [20], [21]. For some systems such as simulating very
low density fluid flow around orbiter spacecraft re-entry for
example, a hybrid model of particles and field equations has
to be employed[22].

4.5 Network Models
Many interesting physical, technological and social sys-

tems can be characterised as a network or graph [23], [24],
[25]. While some networks are small enough that they can be
directly visualised and various direct counting methods can



be used to study their properties, many systems are too big
for such easy assimilation. It is however possible to develop
a number of useful metrics or quantifiable characteristics that
can be used to categorise network systems.

Fig. 6: A regular 30 × 30 lattice with periodic boundaries
visualised with UbiGraph.

Networks have a wide range of applications within virtual
environments. They can be used to represent connections
between models, navigation pathways, communication be-
tween agents, interactions between cells in regular or irreg-
ular lattices, etc. Correct use of scientific network algorithms
and technologies can be of great importance for the use of
networks in virtual environments.

4.6 Simulations for Computer Animation
Visual immersion is an important aspect of real-world

simulation as these simulations are typically run to either
involve a human interactively, or represent the actions of
intelligent agents to a human audience; the value here is
then psycho-visual. An excellent example of this type of
application is in modern film production - the MASSIVE
software has been used to simulate huge numbers of inter-
acting intelligent agents as actors in the Lord of the Rings
trilogy [26]. Visual immersion can be aided by creating
accurate models of real-world entities to-scale. This is best
done using three dimensional modelling software, which can
be aided by using real blueprints and photographs taken from
different angles as a guide to scale and shape the model.
We can then use the photos to accurately texture-map the
model [27]. Our attempts at this process made use of the

Fig. 7: A scale model of a vehicle is created for simulation
from blueprints (a) and photographs (b-d), given a 3D mesh
convex hull using a modelling tool (e), and rendered using
a texture map made from photographs (f).

powerful, and freely available tools Blender3D and the GNU
Image Manipulation Program (the GIMP) are illustrated in
Figure 7. We have also made use of audio capture and
manipulation software ffmpeg and Audacity to record and
reproduce vehicle sound effects using a realistic 3D acoustic
model.

Fig. 8: User-Assisted Dynamic Landscape Generation for
games or simulations.

Most realistic terrain in 3D simulations is now generated
by fractal modellers, which provide pseudo-realistic terrain
but allow very little design control to scenario designers.
The terrain illustrated in Figure 8, is however based on a
novel method, in that it is visually created in 3D by hand,
in real time, from within the simulation itself, with a variety
of WYSIWYG (“What you see is what you get”) tools
that we have built into the simulator. This work is based
on the ETM2 (Editable Terrain Manager) for the OGRE
graphics library [28], and gives us the added advantage
that we can allow simulated elements in our event driven



models to deform the landscape during simulation according
to the physics model. We have made use of algorithms
such as ROAMing (Real-time Optimally Adapting Meshes)
terrain [29] to optimally display the environment.

5. Summary and Conclusions
We have discussed a number of simulation paradigms

and example applications. We have reviewed some of the
complex systems issues facing simulation developers and
users and have reviewed a number of the software tools
and technologies that can be employed for a successful
computational science experiment.

As we have shown, the overall architecture can be driven
from the simulation or agent perspective. A better under-
standing of a simulation’s architecture can help to identify
and avoid design-breaking features which would otherwise
reduce the software’s portability and re-usability. Visualisa-
tion is important in any simulation but plays different roles
depending on the software goals.

Correctly understanding these simulation architectures can
allow games developers to reap the benefits of years of
scientific simulations experience. Understanding and iden-
tifying simulation paradigms can allow different models
to be integrated together to form more convincing virtual
environments resulting in a more immersive experience for
the user.

It seems likely that a service-oriented approach to running
simulations may become more prevalent but there will likely
also remain a strong need for advanced custom crafted
simulations as a tool for investigating state of the art complex
systems. Furthermore these ideas will remain closely linked
to game engine architectures.
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